In this paper we present a robust tracker to solve the multiple object tracking (MOT) problem, under the framework of tracking-by-detection. As the first contribution, we innovatively combine single object tracking (SOT) algorithms with multiple object tracking algorithms, and our results show that SOT is a general way to strongly reduce the number of false negatives, regardless of the quality of detection. Another contribution is that we show with a deep learning based appearance model, it is easy to associate detections of the same object efficiently and also with high accuracy. This appearance model plays an important role in our MOT algorithm to correctly associate detections into long trajectories, and also in our SOT algorithm to discover new detections mistakenly missed by the detector. The deep neural network based model ensures the robustness of our tracking algorithm, which can perform data association in a wide variety of scenes. We ran comprehensive experiments on a large-scale and challenging dataset, the MOT16 benchmark [29] , and results showed that our tracker achieved state-of-the-art performance based on both public and private detections.
Introduction
Multiple object tracking is the problem of automatically identifying multiple objects in a video and representing them as a set of trajectories with high accuracy. It is an important problem in computer vision because it can play a fundamental role in various applications, e.g. in automatic driving and surveillance video processing. In this paper we mainly focus on pedestrian tracking in video, but with a * Work was done during an internship at Megvii Research. general object detector, our method can be easily generalized to deal with general types of objects.
Various ways have been proposed to solve the multiple object tracking problem. However, thanks to the rapid development of deep learning based object detection methods, most of recent state-of-the-art researches has focused on the framework of tracking-by-detection. After getting all detection hypotheses in the video, the tracking problem then becomes a data association problem to combine detections of the same object into a corresponding trajectory.
Though during the past years more and more advanced tracking-by-detection algorithms have been proposed, we observe there are still some parts in the framework that need improvement. First, we notice that the tracking results heavily rely on the quality of detections. However, detectors may fail to detect objects in some moments, e.g. when objects are in crowded scenes or when they are partially occluded. This problem cannot be completely solved by nowaday detectors, and is difficult all the way because the detector treats each frame of the video separately. Few previous trackingby-detection trackers try to solve this problem, so when the detector fails, most tracking algorithms are only possible to find those missing detections by coarse methods like interpolation within trajectories, which needs improvement. Second, a reliable appearance model is crucial to data association. Most previous works provide hand-crafted affinity measurements as their appearance models, which may not be robust enough.
Based on the tracking-by-detection framework, this paper makes the following contributions: First, in order to further reduce the number of false negatives generated by the detector, we innovatively use single object tracking within the framework of multiple object tracking, which to our knowledge is the first to explore this method. Second, instead of a hand-crafted appearance model used in many pre-vious works, we use a deep-neural network based appearance model throughout the whole framework, which can provide robustness in complex tracking scenes. Our experiments show with the help of our appearance model, we can pay little attention to spatial-temporal constraints on tracking problems, and still achieve state-of-the-art performance by a reliable affinity measure based on appearance.
Related work
Various solutions have been proposed for the MOT problem. One possible way is the recurrent neural network (RNN). Milan et al. [30] provided an end-to-end deep learning approach using RNN, which can predict target existence states and perform data association in a whole network. However, though attracting as it sounds, their results are currently still not comparable with other state-of-the-art algorithms in performance. There are also other approaches, like MCMC-based particle filtering [7, 19] .
Recent researches have focused on the tracking-bydetection framework, which has the following advantages: a) it can automatically detect new objects when they appear in the scene, and when they leave the scene their detections naturally disappear, b) because of the detector treats each frame in the video separately, camera motion will have little impact on detection hypotheses generation in the first place, and c) with strong category information given by the detector, it can effectively prevent bounding boxes from drifting to the background.
An example of such approach is bipartite matching. It uses nodes in a graph to represent detections, uses edge weights to represent affinity between two detections, and then find the optimal matching between two consecutive frames. Its advantages are obvious: it is efficient because the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm proposed by Kuhn and Harold [22] for bipartite matching runs in polynomial time, and it's an online algorithm. However, online tracking algorithms have their limits, and as Choi [6] pointed out, global or batch tracking methods have advantage over online methods by optimizing through a larger number of consecutive frames.
As a more advanced version, Zhang et al. [51] viewed the MOT problem as an MAP data association problem, and optimized using min-cost network flow in a global way. The algorithm for min-cost network flow is also polynomial. Though under their model the network flow solution is optimal, the model itself has limitations. For example, it only considers affinity between consecutive detections of one object and does not take higher order relationship within a trajectory into account. Another weakness is though they proposed an occlusion model, their method can hardly recover the trajectory if the object suffers a relatively long time of occlusion. After their work, Pirsiavash et al. [33] proposed an algorithm that can find a sub-optimal solution even faster using dynamic programming, and Butt and Collins [5] considered trajectory smoothness constraints by introducing lagrangian relaxation to min-cost network flow.
There are more complex models based on the framework of tracking-by-detection. Milan et al. [31] made a more complete problem formulation for tracking and defined a complicated objective function. Though hard to find the optimal solution, they showed a sub-optimal solution can outperform optimal solutions in weaker models. [47, 48] also view the MOT problem in an energy minimizing aspect, and solved using CRF models. [16, 46] provided other ways to design data association methods.
Some other researchers consider all pairwise affinities between detections in a trajectory, representing each trajectory as a clique. The MOT problem then becomes a multi-clique problem or equivalently a graph partitioning problem or multicut problem, similar detections of the same object can be clustered spatially and temporally. [9, 18, 36, 39, 40, 50] are examples of this approach. The multi-clique problem can be solved optimally by binary integer programming [36] , or find a nearly optimal solution by heuristic approaches [39] . There are other methods that introduced high order terms in a graph model, like [6] , which used a CRF model to find the solution for their graphical model. These methods also achieved high performance.
The problem of single object tracking is different from multiple object tracking. A common problem formulation of SOT is to find a short-term trajectory of a single object (foreground), only the bounding box of the tracked object in the first frame is given, and the solution is always without re-detection. Other objects appear in the scene (even of the same category) are all considered as background. [3, 28, 32, 35, 41, 44, 45, 53] and etc. proposed solutions for the SOT problem.
Proposed framework
Our whole tracking framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Our algorithm runs like this: first we get all detections from the detector (Sec. 3.2), then perform single object tracking on all detections (Sec. 3.3), which results in an enlarged detection set {D 1 , D 2 , · · · , D N }, next we perform our multiple object tracking algorithm on the new detection set (Sec. 3.4), finally we perform a post-processing process (Sec. 3.5) and get the final tracking result.
Notations
A video sequence of N frames is notated as V N = {F 1 , F 2 , · · · , F N }. In each frame F i there is a set of detection hypotheses generated by the detector, represented as
and its bounding box 
are from consecutive frames, for example a trajectory t can represent an object's presence in frame 2, 3 and 5, without its presence in frame 4. A tracklet is informally defined as a short-term and continuous trajectory.
Let I(d) be the image within detection d's bounding box, our appearance model can calculate its featuref (I(d)). To increase the robustness, let I(d) be the horizontally flipped image within d's bounding box, the feature of detection d is calculated as
Two detections d 1 and d 2 have affinity score
A trajectory t L 's feature is defined as the average feature of all its detections, i.e.
Trajectory t and detection d have affinity score
Detection
Detection is the first step of the tracking-by-detection framework. To emphasize the importance of detection for tracking, we first introduce MOTA, a widely used measurement for multiple object trackers, whose definition in [29] is as the following: Yu et al. [49] noticed that the sum of false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) strongly affects the value of MOTA, which means the performance of a tracking algorithm is strongly based on the quality of detections. A state-of-the-art detector with low FPs and FNs is of great help to the whole MOT algorithm, which is indicated by the definition of MOTA. However, detectors have their limitations. If we try to analyze the source of false negatives produced by detectors, when objects are crowded or partially occluded, they may fail to provide detections of objects, thus result in FNs. It's the tracker's duty to further reduce the number of FPs and FNs by a higher order of image and spatial-temporal information. In the next part, we present our SOT algorithm that can help to find some FNs in the detection. Fig 2 gives an illustration for our SOT algorithm's application.
SOT algorithm
There are plenty of works related to the study of single object tracking algorithms, however, to our knowledge there is no previous work gained success by directly using SOT algorithms to improve the performance of MOT algorithms.
One might think we can simply use SOT algorithms on each object in the MOT problem to get a solution for MOT. One reason that it cannot be easily used is model drift. It happens commonly when the recorded appearance of an object in the model slowly drifts away from its real appearance, and will finally cause the bounding box drift to the background, making it hard to terminate the trajectory. Another reason is it does not consider the interaction between objects, which is important when we have multiple objects to track. One more reason is sometimes we even do not know when to start tracking when the object appears for the first time.
Tao et al.
[41] present a single object tracker based on a siamese deep neural network and show with the robust matching function learned by the network, a simple tracker can achieve state-of-the-art on SOT benchmarks. Inspired by their work, we propose a variant of SOT algorithm as one step in our whole MOT framework, immediate after the detection step. The aim of this step is to further reduce the number of FNs in the detection, without significantly increase the number of FPs.
Detection candidate sampling Here we design a function next(B, d b , I). Suppose the detector gives a detection d b of an object o (this implicitly assumes d b is a true positive, which is our assumption), we want to find a detection d r as the result, which corresponds to object o on the frame with frame number I (if o really appears in that frame). B is the provided prior knowledge of the location of d r 's bounding box. We first generate a set D containing detection candidates in the I-th frame, using dense sampling on the distribution of the location and scale of d r 's bounding box:
Note here our assumptions may be violated, e.g. the time when we call the next function with d b being a FP. The problems followed will be dealt with in our MOT algorithm.
Detection candidate matching Using our deep appearance model introduced in Sec. 4, we can find the best matched detection among all detection candidates d c ∈ D c , using the appearance similarity between d c and d b :
Finally if D(d r , d b ) is larger than a pre-defined threshold τ = 0.5, the function next(B, d b , I) returns d r as the result. Otherwise it returns ∅, meaning that object o does not appear in the I-th frame. With a carefully trained appearance model, the detection candidate sampled with a more precise location will have appearance similarity score D larger than other candidates that deviated from the true location of the object. This property enables our SOT algorithm to find object in new frames with good localization accuracy.
SOT with multiple object interaction Here we present the proposed SOT algorithm in algorithm 1, where we have considered multiple object interactions, and it runs in two directions on time axis, within a batch of frames that contain detection set D = i D i . We use τ I = 0.5, τ a = 0.75, e = 0.9 and L = 15.
Algorithm
if l >= L then continue a similar process with direction being backward 21: end if 22: end while
After running this algorithm, we will get a set of tracklets within the batch, which may contain new detections found by the SOT algorithm.
Here are explanations of this algorithm. First, extending tracklet endpoints with decreasing order in score can naturally discover high-quality tracklets in the beginning, therefore effectively prevent FPs from forming longer tracklets. Second, the reason that we use a previously confident detection d b rather than d as the standard appearance for the object is to prevent model drift, which commonly happens in traditional SOT algorithms. If D(d b , d ) < τ a , we think the object is no longer visible. This algorithm will certainly find new FPs that are similar to existing FPs in appearance, however it is not hard to discriminate them in the following MOT algorithm part.
Bounding box regression We use bounding box regression on SOT results from private detection, and observe by doing this the number of FP generated by the SOT algorithm is significantly cut down. In tracking results from public detection we do not perform this step though it would bring significant improvement on MOTA, because we think doing this will make it unfair to compare with other tracking algorithms.
Naive template matching implementation As an argument to show the ability of our SOT step, we tried a naive implementation using template matching instead of our deep neural network based appearance model. We used the function gpu::matchTemplate() as an alternative appearance model, which is provided by opencv using the correlation between two patches of images. This affinity measure is similar to [4] , and is simple and fast. Our results show even with a low-quality matching function, performing the SOT step can still improve the performance of the whole MOT algorithm.
MOT algorithm
In this part we introduce our proposed MOT framework. Our algorithm works in a batch, i.e. let τ be the batch size, we perform data association in a temporal window [t 0 , t 0 + τ ). The batch size we use in our algorithm is related to the FPS of the video, i.e. each batch has time length 1 second. As the start, we first perform NMS on all detections generated by the SOT step.
Tracklet generation Many of recent works used the pipeline of first generate consecutive tracklets then merge them into longer trajectories in their tracking framework. For example, Wang et al. [43] generate tracklets based on posteriori probabilities, and find the solution by successive shortest path algorithm. Choi [6] generate tracklets by greedily find the detection that matches best with any detection within the current tracklet according to their appearance model, the ALFD metric, then merge that detection into the tracket. [17, 34, 42] are other works that introduced tracklet generation. An advantage of this pipeline is it naturally solves the occlusion problem, with the help of a powerful appearance model that can link spatial-temporal separated tracklets of the same object together. Now we present our tracklet generation method. Let T L id = {t 1 , · · · , t L } be the set of tracklets formed before time id. We construct a bipartite graph G(V, E), each node v ∈ V 0 represent a tracklet t ∈ T id , each node v ∈ V 1 represent a detection hypotheses d ∈ D id , and V = V 0 ∪ V 1 . The edge weight between t and d is defined as
where tail(t) contains the last 5 detections of t. We perform bipartite matching on G using KuhnMunkres algorithm [22] and get a new set of tracklets T id+1 by merging the matched tracklets and detections. T id+1 also contain those unmatched detections by regarding them as tracklets of length 1. By letting id = t 0 , t 0 + 1, · · · , t 0 + τ − 1 we repeatedly perform bipartite matching in the batch. Finally we delete tracklets with length ≤ l min (l min = 1).
Long-term trajectory association After the tracklet generation step, we will gets a set of trajectories T . We repeatedly find trajectory t 1 and t 2 with the maximum appearance affinity which satisfy the association constraints A(t 1 , t 2 ), until there are no such pairs:
We merge t 1 and t 2 into a new trajectory, if they temporally overlap on frame I then we choose the detection with larger score on I. This step heavily relies on the powerful ability of our appearance model.
Association constraints Now we introduce our association constraints A(t 1 , t 2 ) for two trajectories t 1 and t 2 : 1) IOU constraint: t 1 and t 2 may overlap on some time segments. Suppose in one time segment [a,
The IOU constraint requires for each overlapping time segment the average IOU of detections should be larger than a threshold τ = 0.5, i.e.
2) Suppose in the trajectory t 1 ∪ t 2 there's a gap (a, a + n),
We think in a video of a moving scene the velocity estimation is unreliable, therefore we use a weak spatial-temporal constraint: Let v be the estimated velocity in the gap using linear velocity assumption, then v should satisfy
where w =
3) Gap length constraint: all gaps within t 1 ∪ t 2 should have length less or equal than l max = 60.
Post processing
Interpolation The trajectories generated by the previous steps may consist of several continuous parts separated by temporal gaps, which commonly happens when an object is occluded for some time or the detector missed detections. If occlusion occurs, our algorithm has the ability to link trajectories of that object before and after the gap based on our powerful appearance model. We use linear velocity assumption to interpolate detections within the gap.
Smooth We also adopt refinements based on smoothness. Let t be a trajectory, and detection d ∈ t, we use detections in t whose frame number within a sliding temporal window
+ l] to revise the location of d (we set l = 3). This step can make the trajectory more smooth and refine those outliers mislinked into the trajectory.
Appearance model
A high-accuracy appearance model is fatal to designing a robust tracker. An ideal appearance model should have the ability of determining whether two detections in two frames within a video is the same object (providing pairwise affinity measure). If the image within two detections d 1 and d 2 are from the same object then the appearance model should give an affinity value d 2 ) close to 0. However, relatively less literatures focused on the design of appearance models.
In previous works most researchers used hand-crafted features as their appearance models. [1, 14, 23] used HOGfeatures introduced by Dalal and Triggs [8] , and [23] also used color histograms. Choi [6] proposed the aggregated local flow descriptor (ALFD) as their appearance model, originated from optical flow and interest point trajectories. Relatively few literatures, like [40] , used deep learning methods to design matching functions. We propose a deep learning based appearance model which can lead to a better performance in more complex scenes. With sufficient training data, our model can automatically learn a generic function to produce a score of similarity using two detections' appearance, which is robust to partial occlusion, illumination change, angle of view difference, scale variation and other appearance distortions. Now we introduce the implementation of our appearance model. The details of the model is similar to [27] . To be concrete, the image patch for feature extraction will be first resized to 192 × 64, then used as the input of our network. In the first stage, we use a ResNet [15] structure as our dCNN component to train a classification task for objects. In the second stage, the first 34 layers extracted by the dCNN component is then used to pass an LSTM based RNN component to extract the featuref (d) of object d, which has dimension 1024. The appearance affinity score of two detections d 1 and d 2 is calculated as the L2 distance of the features, which is mentioned before in 3.1.
For training, we use publicly available datasets, Market1501 [52] for the first classification stage and CUHK03 [26] for the second stage. We use triplet loss [38] as our loss function in the second stage, which can ensure similar detections of the same object can have a high affinity score, and detections from different objects can have a low affinity score.
Experiments
We tested our tracking algorithm on the MOT16 benchmark [29] . It is a collection of existing and new data (part of the sources are from [24] and [11] ), containing 14 challenging real-world videos of both static scenes and moving scenes, 7 for training and 7 for testing. It is a largescale dataset, composed of totally 110407 bounding boxes in training set and 182326 bounding boxes in test set. All video sequences are annotated under strict standards, their ground-truths are highly accurate, making the evaluation meaningful. For the evaluation, the CLEAR MOT metrics [2] is used. Note that the MOT16 benchmark carefully annotated some "ignore" classes, detecting or not detecting them will not affect the result of evaluation.
Detections used
For public detection, we used DPM v5 provided by Felzenszwalb et al. [13] as our public detection. The MOT16 Challenge has already officially presented the public detection results with detection score larger than −1, making it fair to compare between public trackers. We perform NMS-IOM on the detections, where the intersection over minimum (IOM) of two detections d 1 and d 2 is defined as
in [10] . As Tang et al. [39] pointed out, on public detections performing NMS with IOM is more useful than with IOU due to the property of DPM v5 [13] . We use threshold 0.6 for NMS-IOM in practice. For private detection, Yu et al. [49] introduced their highperformance detector based on Faster R-CNN, and made their private detection results publicly available. We used their private detections with detection score larger than 0.3, except for the video MOT16-04, for which we use threshold 0.1. The NMS-IOU threshold is 0.6. The above setting is the same as [49] . Note the performance of the private detector is obviously significantly better than the public detector.
[49] provided a table for detection performance evaluation on both public and private detectors.
Appearance model analysis
We run an analysis for our appearance model on the MOT16 training dataset, which has no overlap with our appearance model's training data. We randomly sample 3000 positive and 3000 negative pairs of ground truth detections from the video MOT16-04. The frame number distance of two detections in a pair is unrestricted, i.e. each pair is sampled uniform randomly among the whole video. Our appearance model can give an accuracy of 97.4% for positive pairs, and accuracy 98.5% for negative pairs under the threshold we used in our tracker. Table 1 provides a comparison between our algorithm and other state-of-the-art methods using public detections on the MOT16 benchmark test set, and table 2 provides a comparison using private detections. Our tracker outperforms other state-of-the-art algorithms using private detections on MOTA, and also has comparable performance with other state-of-the-art algorithms using public detections. Our method achieves the lowest or nearly the lowest FN using both detections, which demonstrate the ability of our SOT algorithm to reduce the number of FN. Our robust appearance model leads to a low number of ID switch. Table 3 provides a comparison of our trackers with different settings on the MOT16 benchmark training set, where the "training set" actually plays the role of a validation set. "SOT+MOT" is the algorithm we present in this paper, and "MOT" is our tracking framework without performing the SOT step. From the table we observe our SOT algorithm can improve our tracker's performance, regardless of the quality of detections. We observe the improvement is more significant based on public detections, because the public detector fail to detect objects more frequently than the private detector, sometimes even fail in simple scenes, resulting in more FNs that our SOT algorithm can recover. We also implemented a naive template matching algorithm for the appearance model used in SOT, which is faster than the neural network based model and easy to implement. from the table we can see even with a simple appearance model, performing the SOT step is still greatly helpful to the whole tracking algorithm. 
MOT16 Challenge evaluation

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel framework that combines SOT algorithm with MOT algorithm, which can significantly reduce the number of FNs while maintaining a low number of FPs. As another contribution, we also propose a deep learning based appearance model that shows strong ability in both detecting missing detections in the SOT part and providing strong affinity measure in the MOT part. In conclusion, experiments show our tracking algorithm runs relatively fast with state-of-the-art performance, which enables the further usage of our algorithm in various applications, like automatic driving and surveillance usages, etc.
As for future works, we notice that our SOT algorithm can produce useful identity information for detections, i.e. it can link detections to tracklets, however we didn't make good use of this information. Another way of possible improvement is the appearance model we used is primitively trained for our MOT algorithm, we directly used it for candidate matching in our SOT algorithm without altering the Table 3 . Comparison of our tracking results on the MOT16 benchmark training set with different settings, ↑ means higher is better and ↓ means lower is better. Figure 3 . Qualitative examples of our tracking results. The color of bounding boxes and the numbers represent the identity of objects. The first row is our public SOT+MOT results, the second row is our public results without SOT, the third row is our private SOT+MOT results. Our SOT algorithm can help to reduce the number of FNs. The figure is best shown in color.
way of training the model, which may limit the power of our SOT algorithm.
